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Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has become one of the most intriguing
optical spectroscopical elemental analysis methods. It exhibits great features, such
as simplicity, information richness, stand-off ability and practically no sample prepa-
ration requirements. Even though there has been, and is, a vast interest and effort
toward developing the technique to become the standard in every laboratory, the
main drawbacks are yet to overcome. LIBS falls behind its rivals, i.e., inductively-
coupled plasma spectroscopy and chemical analysis, in quantitative analysis and in
sensitivity. Different methods has been developed to enhance LIBS measurement;
double pulse LIBS, spatial confinement and microwave enhancement.
In this thesis, the sensitivity of LIBS measurement in atmospheric pressure is im-
proved by applying antenna-coupled microwave radiation to the plasma plume in-
duced by pulsed laser radiation on solid sample. Applied microwave radiation re-
heats the plasma and prolongs the plasma lifetime. This enables use of longer signal
integration times and therefore signal intensities are improved.
LIBS signal enhancement by antenna-coupled microwave radiation on solid samples
at atmospheric pressure was introduced for the first time in performed measure-
ments. For detection limit, an enhancement factor of 93 was achieved for low energy
laser pulse. The detection limit of copper was improved down to 8.1 ppm. As
antenna-coupled microwave enhancement is relatively simple and inexpensive en-
hancement method, it shows excellent potential to be developed further in to a
versatile application for needs of different fields of industry and science. With care-
ful antenna design and by optimizing the antenna positioning the method can be
further improved.
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Laser indusidusta hajoitusspektroskopiasta (LIBS) on tullut viime vuosikymme-
nen aikana yksi tutkituimmista ja suosituimmista optisen alkuainespektroskopian
menetelmistä. LIBS:n suosion salaisuus on sen yksinkertaisuudessa ja erityisesti
siinä, ettei mitattavat näytteet vaadi juurikaan valmisteluja. Syyt, miksi LIBS lait-
teisto ei ole noussut jokaisen kemian laboratorion pöydälle, ovat sen hankaluudet
kvantitatiivisessa mittauksessa ja heikossa herkkyydessä kilpailijoihin verrattuna.
LIBS:n heikkouksiin on pyritty luomaan ratkaisua erilaisilla menetelmillä, kuten
kaksoispulssi LIBS, plasman tiivistäminen ja mikroaaltoavustus.
Tämän diploityön tavoitteena on parantaa kinteästä näytteestä saatavan LIBS sig-
naalin herkkyyttä käyttäen anteenniin kytkettyä mikroaaltoavustusta. Mikroaal-
tosäteily on antennin avulla kohdistettu laser indusoituun plasmapalloon, jota se
lämmittää ja pitkittää siten sen elinaikaa. Pidempi plasman elinaika mahdollistaa
pidemmän signaalin integrointiajan, jolloin kerätty signaali paranee.
Tehdyissä tutkimuksissa antenniin kytketty mikroaaltoavustettu LIBS on on suoritettu
ensimmäistä kertaa kiinteälle näytteelle normaalissa ilmanpaineessa. LIBS mittauk-
sen herkkyyttä parannettiin 93 kertaisesti. Tämä paransi pienienergisellä laser-
pulssilla suoritetun mittauksen havaintorajaa 8.1 ppm asti. Koska antenniin kytketty
mikroaaltoavustus osoittautui sekä tehokkaaksi että yksinkertaiseksi LIBS:n paran-
nusmenetelmäksi, on sillä erinomainen potentiaali jatkokehityksen kannalta. Huolel-
lisella antennisuunnittelulla sekä sen sijoittelun optimoinnilla siitä voidaan kehittää
ratkaisu moniin eri teollisuuden ja tieteenalojen tarpeisiin.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Multiple fields of industry and science requires sensitive, fast and reliable elemental
detection. The current methods e.g. in mineral analysis: chemical analysis; mass
spectrometry; inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES)
do not exhibit all of these requirements. A possibility to monitor the elemental com-
position of a product in real time would greatly benefit industries, such as mining and
steel industry, as separation of waste from the product would be more effective and
classification of products would be easier. Latest development steps toward fulfilling
the analytical needs described has been taken in the field of optical spectroscopy
where Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) has become a popular tech-
nique for elemental analysis. LIBS is an application of atomic emission spectroscopy,
where the elemental analysis is performed on radiation emitted by a laser induced
plasma. During last decade, LIBS has grown in to its own field of research with an-
nual international conferences dedicated to it and growing number of publications
published every year. [1, 2, 3] In this introductory chapter the needs of elemental
analysis and the current solutions are described. Also the benefits of LIBS and the
issues it could solve are introduced.
1.1 Elemental analysis needs and solutions
The needs of elemental detection in different targets and disciplines are vast. One
of the recent hot topics has been the environmental analysis. Interest in aerosols,
waste waters, resource conservation and sustainable agriculture has created great
challenge to the elemental detection with great number of different measurement
environments, conditions and sample types. Monitoring of the state of the environ-
ment requires elemental detection from soils, vegetatives, air and geological samples.
Elements in interest vary also. Common elements in interest are the heavy metals
due their toxic nature but also salts and nutrients, e.g. in the agricultural samples
are under strict surveillance. [3, 4] Another constantly growing and challenging field
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requiring elemental analysis is biomedical research. Trace element analysis of body
fluids and soft tissues is used for pathological needs as well as toxicological analy-
sis and on the other hand the mineral concentration of hard tissues are also under
interest. Of course, in addition to environmental and biomedical needs, metal and
energy industry has also needs of elemental analysis. The emissions, fuel quality,
waste composition and product quality are under constant monitoring. [3]
As the problems and needs in elemental detection are various, so are the solutions.
Multiple techniques and methods have been developed to meet the analysis require-
ments set by the different needs described. One of the most accurate and wide spread
method is mass spectrometry. Mass spectrometric devices separate the input sam-
ple according to the mass of the sample particles and particles can be identified
from the acquired mass spectrum. Mass spectrometry is extremely sensitive and
can reach parts per trillion (ppt) level detection limits. By using mass spectrometry
also isotopes can be separated. [5] Various methods for mass separation has been
introduced with different characteristics. Maybe the most intuitively clear method
is the time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometers in which charged sample particles are
distinguished by using electric field and their time spent in the measurement cham-
ber. [5] Other methods of mass spectrometry are sector instruments [6], quadrupole
mass filter spectrometry [7] and ion trap mass spectrometry [8].
A successful method competing with mass spectroscopy is inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) spectrometry and its variations. ICP can reliably reach parts per billion (ppb)
level detection and therefore it has become the standard of many laboratories. [9] In
ICP the powdered or fumed sample is turned into plasma with plasma torch and the
characteristics of plasma are measured. The detection of the elemental composition
is performed either by optical means from atomic emission (ICP-AES) or absorption
(ICP-AAS) or by mass spectroscopical means (ICP-MS). [9, 10, 11] There are also
lasers applied to the sampling of the sample. Sample is seeded to the plasma by
using laser ablation (LA-ICP-AES/MS) when extremely fine sample particles are
created. [12]
In addition to optical properties of elements, also interactions with more energetic
radiation can be used to resolve the elemental composition of given samples. X-
ray photoelectric spectroscopy (XPS) employs the photoelectrons induced by X-ray
radiation. Elemental spectrum is gained by measuring the kinetic energy of released
electrons.[13] For heavier atoms, such as lead (Pb) and mercury (Hg) XPS can
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reach detection limits of ppb level but it has difficulties to detect atoms with atomic
number of 5 or lower. Hydrogen (H) and helium (He) are practically impossible to
detect by means of XPS. To reach good sensitivity, XPS also requires low pressure
and sample preparation. Typically the elemental concentrations measured with
XPS are in parts per thousand range. [14, 15] Also X-ray diffraction (XRD) is long
known to be effective way to detect different elements and molecules. [16] X-rays
propagate through the sample and diffracts from the lattices formed by the elements
and molecules present. Different structures can be distinguished from the diffraction
pattern formed to the detector. Also energetic radiation emitted by the sample can
be used for elemental detection. By inducing neutron capture in the sample by
bombarding it with a neutron beam, gamma radiation can be detected and the
species present can be identified from the characteristics of induced radiation. This
is called neutron activation analysis (NAA) [17, 18]
Elemental analysis can be performed also by chemical means, for example using
sodium-fusion test [19] or oxygen flask method [20]. These methods are suitable
for detection of elements in organic compounds and typically they are extremely
specific. Specificity of chemical methods makes them usually slow and therefore
analytical methods described earlier are much more common in practice.
None of the techniques described are perfect. All of them require sample prepara-
tion and therefore typically can only be performed in laboratory conditions. The
sampling of the measured substance can also be slow and difficult which then affects
to the overall efficiency of the method. Most of these methods are also relatively
complex and therefore expensive. [2, 3]
1.2 Introduction to laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) applies high irradiance provided by a
pulsed laser source to create a plasma plume on a given sample. Radiation emitted
from the plasma is detected and elements can be identified by analyzing obtained
spectrum. Due the simplicity, LIBS has become an interesting option for various
elemental detection applications. In addition to simplicity, LIBS possesses multiple
great features desired for an analytical method. One of the most important of these
features with which LIBS separates it self from other analytical techniques is that it
requires no or minimal sample preparation. [3] This enables construction of stand-
off capable devices. [21, 22] With simple, inexpensive and compact nature, LIBS
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offers a solution to various quality control and trace element detection problems
in different industrial targets. [3, 4] The stand-off capability and compactness has
taken LIBS device even to Mars planet in the ride of the Mars rover. [22, 23]
LIBS’s applicability is increased by the fact that it can be used on samples in any
phase; liquid, gas and solid. Though, there is still challenges in liquid and solid
sample measurements. [3] There has been few different methods introduced for liquid
sample measurements. Straight forward solution has been to measure trace elements
in water directly from bulk water. The performance of this approach is limited by
the fast plasma cooling due the surrounding water environment. [24, 25] The cooling
problem has been tried to avoid by measuring droplets [26] and avoided by drying
the droplets before measuring the signal [4]. LIBS measurements on gaseous samples
has been relatively successful and they are well established. Although, to achieve
good results in gaseous samples a buffer gas may be required. Typical buffer gases
for LIBS measurements are noble gases helium (He) and argon (Ar). [3, 27] Also
aerosols and particles have been under LIBS studies. [28] In addition to elemental
detection in aerosols, LIBS can be employed also for detection of aerosol mass and
size distribution [29].
A vast application field for LIBS will be the elemental detection in solid samples.
As mentioned in previous section, various disciplines require online, in situ measure-
ments on solid targets. What hinders LIBS to become the standard of elemental
detection, are the issues in quantitative analysis and the lack of sensitivity. Due the
complicated laser-matter and plasma-particle interactions, shot to shot repeatabil-
ity of signal is poor. This effect is called matrix effect due the multidimensional
matrix of parameters on which the interactions depend. Also the sample matrix
affects to the measurement and it is said that the calibration of LIBS measurement
is one of the most difficult tasks to perform to achieve proper qualitative results. It
is constantly stressed that for being able to calibrate LIBS signal, the calibration
samples have to represent the actual sample matrix well. Therefore calibration has
to be done separately for each measurement target which prevents the development
of LIBS device for multiple targets. To overcome the need of calibration, calibration
free (CF-LIBS) method has been introduced. [30] Not only the target, but also
the measurement conditions have an effect to the measured signal. Temperature,
pressure and gas composition of the ambient affects the signal. [3, 31]
As mentioned, LIBS falls behind its rivals especially in sensitivity. Typically LIBS
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reach detection limit in parts per million (ppm) range while ICP and mass spectro-
metric techniques are capable to detect down to ppt level. The weak performance of
LIBS in sensitivity is mainly due its nature as almost non-destructive measurement
method. The used laser pulse ablates only a small amount of sample material and
therefore also a very small amount of wanted target elements finds their way to the
plasma and are possible to be detected. In fact, the absolute detection limit often
translates into femtogram range. [32] There have been vast effort to improve the
sensitivity of LIBS and various methods are introduced. These methods are further
discussed in chapter 3. This thesis introduce sensitivity improvement of LIBS signal
by applying microwave radiation to the laser induced plasma. By applying external
energy to laser induced plasma, its lifetime can be prolonged. This enables longer
signal integration times and improves measurement sensitivity. In chapter 2 the
theoretical background of laser induced plasma is described. In chapters 4 and 5 the
experimental arrangement and obtained results are discussed.
62. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF LASER
INDUCED PLASMA
As soon as the pulsed laser was invented in the 1960, scientists found out its capabil-
ity to induce plasma on surfaces. Since the first spectroscopical application of laser
induced plasma in the mid 60’s LIBS has developed into one of the most interesting
spectroscopical methods with annual international conferences dedicated exclusively
to it. [1] In this chapter the fundamentals of laser induced plasma formation and
characteristics are described.
2.1 Light-matter interaction
Since the late 19th century, light has been know to be an electromagnetic disturbance
in the form of waves which propagate through the ambient. The classical electromag-
netism is beautifully summarized in a set of equations, known as Maxwell equations,
formulated by James Clerk Maxwell. In the differential operator form and in the SI
units they are
∇×E = −∂B
∂t
, (2.1)
∇×H = J + ∂D
∂t
, (2.2)
∇ ·D = ρ, (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0, (2.4)
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where the electric field E, the magnetic induction B, the magnetic field H , the
electric current density J , the electric displacement D and the electric charge den-
sity ρ are macroscopic time-dependent quantities. By applying presented Maxwell
equations and using so called material equations
D = E, (2.5)
B = µH , (2.6)
where  is the electric permittivity and µ is the magnetic susceptibility, a wave
equation can be derived. Differential wave equation for classical electromagnetic
waves is
∇2E = µ∂
2E
∂2t
. (2.7)
From wave equation, a wave function can be solved. The simplest case is a plane
wave
E = E0e
i(k·r−ωt), (2.8)
where E0 is the amplitude of the wave, k is the wave vector, ω is the angular
frequency of the wave and t is time. Similarly, the wave function can be solved for
the magnetic field of the electromagnetic radiation. In addition to the wave function,
wave equation provides information also about the speed it propagates. The speed
of light in medium v is defined as
v =
1√
µ
. (2.9)
As seen from the eq 2.9, the speed of light depends only on the medium it propagates
in. [33]
As the form of the electric field of the electromagnetic radiation can be solved, also
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the average energy it carries per unit area per unit time can be calculated. This
measure, called irradiance I, is defined as time average of squared electric field.
I = v〈E2〉t. (2.10)
The electric field of the electromagnetic wave is the component which effectively
exerts forces and therefore is more prone to interact with matter than the magnetic
field. [33]
The main interactions between electromagnetic radiation and matter are scatter-
ing, which includes refraction, reflection and transmission, absorption, spontaneous
emission and stimulated emission. Essentially the interaction depends on the rela-
tion between the matter and the radiation and it can be considered as a co-operative
event between the electric field and the atoms in the matter. The interaction mech-
anisms depends strongly on the wavelength of the radiation. In the case of laser
induced plasmas, the absorption of visible range radiation is one of the main forms
of light-matter interactions. Interaction of short laser pulses with opaque material
leads to the plasma production. Absorption of visible wavelengths happens usually
through interaction between the radiation and the electrons. The absorption of ra-
diation occur in a form of inverse Bremsstrahlung effect. Radiation is absorbed to
the free electrons which act as seed electrons which then thermalizes the electron
subsystem and heat the lattice. In non-metallic materials these seed electrons are
usually from metallic impurities. The seed electrons then ionize the lattice and
forms an avalanche effect where free electron number grows exponentially. When
ultrashort pulses are used, multi-photon excitation can create free electrons even
without metallic impurities and therefore absorption does not rely on them. As the
number of electrons increase, eventually it reaches the critical electron density where
irreversible damage to the matter occur and the growth of plasma begins. [34, 35]
In the scope of interest of this thesis is also the interaction between matter and elec-
tromagnetic radiation with longer wavelength. Microwave radiation is electromag-
netic radiation in frequency range from 1 GHz up to 300 GHz which corresponds
wavelengths from 30 cm to 1 mm. Interaction between microwave radiation and
matter is slightly different from the interaction between visible light and matter.
Microwave radiation also interacts with free charged particles if they are present in
the target matter but, due much shorter atomic and electronic depolarization times
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than the microwave oscillation period, this process does not contribute to the lattice
heating. Due lower frequency of electric field oscillation, microwave radiation can
interact with molecules possessing dipole moment and induce dielectric polarization
to dielectric lattices. The dipoles rotate to align themselves with the oscillating
electric field which then contributes to the heating of the material. [36] However, in
absorption of microwave radiation to plasma there is also other mechanisms. As mi-
crowave radiation propagates through plasma plume, it accelerates charged particles
as its electric field oscillates. This acceleration causes collisions between the particles
present in the plasma. Energy of microwave radiation is absorbed by electron-ion
and electron-neutral collisional absorption. The electron-neutral collisional absorp-
tion is estimated to be the most significant method of microwave absorption in a
plasma plume. A contribution to the microwave absorption is also given by number
of instabilities in the plasma. [37]
2.2 Laser induced plasma formation on solids
Plasma is the fourth fundamental state of matter. It is a local assembly of atoms,
ions and free electrons. Plasma can be characterized by multiple parameters. The
most basic one is the degree of ionization i.e. the ratio of free electrons to other
particles. Laser induced plasmas typically fall into category of weakly ionized plasma
in which less than 10 % of the species are free electrons. [1, 38]
As plasma is extremely energetic form of matter, for laser being able to induce
plasma on sample, the irradiance of the laser beam should exceed a certain thresh-
old value. Typically these threshold values are in the order of few GW cm-2 to
hundreds of GW cm-2. Threshold values vary from sample to sample and they are
also wavelength and pulse width dependent.[1, 39] These threshold values set cer-
tain requirements for the laser selection. To achieve the required irradiance on the
sample surface a pulsed laser is mandatory. Pulsed output beam is also focused by
focusing lens to increase the irradiance above the threshold.
The formation and evolution of laser induced plasma is schematically presented in
Fig 2.1. The leading edge of the laser pulse interacts with the sample surface heating,
melting and vaporizing it. This creates an ablation fume consisting sample particles
and vaporized sample above the sample surface. This process is called laser ablation.
As ablated material is still in atomic state, i.e. has not reached the plasma state,
part of the laser pulse still goes through the fume and continues interaction with the
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sample. The minimum irradiance Imin required to ablate material can be estimated
by equation
Imin = ρLvκ
1/2/∆τ 1/2p , (2.11)
where ρ is the density of material, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization, κ is the
thermal diffusivity of the sample and ∆τp is the width of the laser pulse. Ablation is
a complex phenomena which depends on a multidimensional matrix of parameters.
After ablation an ablation crater is left. Depending on the laser pulse characteristics,
ablation can remove from ng to µg of sample matter. [1, 2]
Figure 2.1 Plasma formation on solid sample. Dashed arrow represents the laser pulse
which first ablates the sample and then ignites the plasma.
As the leading edge of the laser pulse has ablated the sample, part of the pulse energy
starts to heat the ablated material. When laser pulse has high enough energy, it
can heat the plasma so that it becomes opaque to the laser beam. At this state,
sample surface is shielded by the plasma and laser beam does not reach the sample
any more. All the energy in the remaining laser pulse absorbs to the plasma shield
and plasma starts to grow towards the direction of incoming beam. Opaque state
of plasma occur when the energy density exceeds the critical electron density nc
nc ∼ (1021/λ2)/cm3, (2.12)
where λ is the laser wavelength in microns. [1] As plasma is formed it starts to
expand. At initial conditions of plasma, beginning of the expansion and close to the
sample surface, the plasma may be considered to be in local thermal equilibrium
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(LTE). However, this cannot be assumed further than the extent of the laser pulse.
[40] At first, the plasma plume expands adiabatically acting as a piston to the
ambient gas. Ambient gas is heated and compressed creating an external shock
wave. This shock wave decelerates and reheats the plasma. Counter pressure from
ambient gas creates an internal shock wave to the plasma which homogenizes it and
forms most of the internal energy into thermal form. At this stage, expansion is not
adiabatic anymore and plume pressure, particle velocity and temperature decreases.
Eventually plasma has lost all its energy and dies out. [41] The external shock wave
can be acoustically detected as a loud noise as the shock front propagates through
the ambient.
2.3 Fluorescence radiation from laser induced plasma
Laser induced plasma emits electromagnetic radiation. Radiation emitted can be
classified into three different categories according to its origin. The first category is
radiation emitted from bound-bound transitions. Due thermal excitation, a bound
electron on quantum state l is excited to a higher quantum state u, still remaining
bound in an atom. As the excitation relaxes back to the original state radiation is
emitted with energy Eν so that
Eν = Eu − El = hνul = hc
λul
, (2.13)
where El and Eu are the energies of lower and upper quantum state, respectively,
h is the Planck’s constant, νul is the frequency of the radiation emitted from the
transition and λul is the corresponding wavelength and c is the speed of light. An
example of a simple atomic energy level structure is given in Fig 2.2 The frequency
is characteristic to each transition in each atom and ion. The frequencies from
bound-bound transitions extend from the near-infrared (NIR) to ultraviolet (UV)
part of the electromagnetic spectrum. This characteristic radiation can be used to
recognize the elements in the plasma. [38]
The second category of plasma emitted radiation is radiation originated from free-
bound transitions. In free-bound transition a free electron is recombined with an
ion. As kinetic energy of free electrons may be assumed non-quantized, the radiation
from free-bound transitions has continuous spectrum. The electron’s excess kinetic
energy Ek = 1/2mev2e is contributing to energy of radiation according to relation
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Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of atomic
energy levels and possible transitions. Tran-
sitions from left to right: bound-bound, free-
bound, free-free, ionization from ground state
and ionization from exited state.
Eν = Ek + E
I − δE − Eu = hν, (2.14)
where EI is the ionization energy of corresponding ion, δE is its lowering and Eu is
the energy of the state to which the electron is trapped. Due electrons spreading to
large spectrum of energies recombination to level u will provide to scale of spectrum
from νmin to large values of ν. Another category which contributes to continuous
radiation of plasma is the free-free transitions. Free electrons in the plasma loose
part of their kinetic energy in the collisions with ions. The lost energy is emitted as
continuum radiation called bremsstrahlung. Bremsstrahlung is typically in the IR
part of electromagnetic spectrum. In laser induced plasma the continuous spectrum
of the radiation is dominant approximately during first 100 ns of plasma lifetime.
The continuum decays much faster than the emission from bound-bound transitions
and therefore when laser induced plasma radiation is detected the early stage of the
plasma is tried to be avoided by delaying the measurement. The evolution of plasma
fluorescence is schematically described in Fig 2.3. [1, 38]
The main source of information of plasma properties is the line emission from bound-
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Figure 2.3 Example of temporal plasma fluorescence evolution
and dominant spectral features.
bound transitions. From characteristics of the line shape the element, electron
temperature and electron density can be determined. The recognition of the element
can be done from the central frequency of the emission line by comparing it to a
database of elemental lines. The calculation of other two properties is also relatively
simple but requires understanding of the line broadening mechanisms. All atomic
lines exhibit natural broadening due the uncertainty principle ∆E∆τ ≥ h¯, where
∆E is the width of the corresponding energy level, ∆τ is its lifetime and h¯ = h/2pi.
As natural broadening is homogeneous broadening mechanism, the line shape due
it can be described with Lorentz expression
ΓL(ν) =
1
2pi
∆νH
(ν − ν0 −∆νV )2 + (∆νH/2)
, (2.15)
where ∆νH is the full frequency width at half maximum, ∆νV is the frequency
shift of the line in relation to unpertubed line maximum ν0. Contribution of natu-
ral broadening to line shapes emitted by laser induced plasmas is small compared
Doppler and Stark broadening and can therefore be neglected when such emission
lines are considered. [1, 38, 42]
The Doppler broadening is inhomogeneous broadening mechanism which of width
depends only on the temperature T and massMa of emitting species. Emission lines
exhibit Doppler broadening due the velocity distribution of the emitting species. The
inhomogeneous line profile can be described with Gauss function
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ΓD(λ) =
1
∆λppi1/2
e
[
−
(
λ−λ0
∆λp
)]
, (2.16)
where
∆λp = λ0
(
2kT
mc2
)
. (2.17)
From the equation 2.16, the full width half maximum (FWHM) of the line shape
can be solved as
∆λD =
(
8kT ln 2
Mac2
)1/2
λ0, (2.18)
where k is the Boltzman’s constant and λ0 = c/ν0 is the central wavelength of
corresponding emission line. [1, 38, 42]
Collisions between charged particles in the plasma cause Stark broadening. This, so
called Stark effect, degenerates sublevels identified by quantum number mj which
leads to either unresolved broadened line profile or a resolved series of sublevels.
Stark broadening is homogeneous broadening mechanism which depends mainly on
electron density ne and it becomes dominant when the ionization ratio becomes
greater than 1%. The line width ∆λS (FWHM) of Lorentz function 2.15 for neutral
atoms can be solved as
∆λS =
[
1 + 1.75A
(
1− 3
4
N
−1/3
D
)]
WFWHM
( ne
1016cm−3
)
, (2.19)
where A is the dimensionless coefficient, ND is the number of particles in the Debye
sphere andWFWHM is the Stark broadening parameter. If the ionic part is neglected,
relation 2.19 is reduced to
∆λS = WFWHM
( ne
1016cm−3
)
(2.20)
which can be used to determine the electron density.
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In general, broadening of line emission is combination of Doppler and Stark broad-
ening mechanisms. The resulting line shape is described by Voigt profile which is
convolution of Gauss and Lorentz functions as follows:
ΓV (λ) =
2
√
ln 2/pi
δλD
K(u, a). (2.21)
The K(u, a) is known as Voigt function
K(u, a) =
a
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−t
2
(u− t)2 + a2dt, (2.22)
where the variables u and a are
u =
2
√
ln 2
∆λD
(λ− λ0), (2.23)
a =
√
ln 2
∆λS
∆λD
. (2.24)
By fitting a Voigt profile to measured emission line the plasma parameters can be
determined. The Gauss, Lorentz and Voigt profiles are plotted in Fig 2.4. One can
see how Gauss profile is dominant at close to the line center and Lorentz profile in
the wings of the line. [1, 38, 42]
Usually, the line shape is not ideal due self absorption. Self-absorption occur when
inside the plasma the line emission is absorbed by the same species as the emitters.
This is unavoidable since if there is emission from quantum level u to level l it
means that there is population present at level l that can absorb the radiation and
be excited back to level u. Self-absorption is strongest in ground level transitions
since the ground level of atom is always populated in laser induced plasmas. An
example line shape of self-absorbed line is shown in Fig 2.5. Sensitiveness of a line
for self-absorption can be estimated by factorizing the absorption coefficient α(λ)
α(λ) = Γ(λ)N zakt, (2.25)
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Figure 2.4 Plot of Gauss, Lorentz and Voigt profiles.
where N za is the density of ion species at charge z and kt is a quantity which depends
only on the atomic data and the temperature as follows: [42]
kt =
e2
4mec20
fijλ
2 gi
uza(T )
e−
Ei
kT
(
1− e− hcλkT
)
. (2.26)
In equation 2.26 e is the elementary charge, me is the electron mass, 0 is the vacuum
permittivity, fij is the oscillator strength, gi is the statistical weight of initial level,
uza(T ) is the partition function of species a and Ei is the energy of the initial level.
Plasma is called optically thick when absorption of light propagating through it is
prominent. [42]
2.4 Quantitative analysis and analytical figures of merit
Due the characteristic radiation emitted by the laser induced plasma, qualitative
elemental detection is relatively easy to perform. This requires recording of the
emission spectrum and recognition of emission peaks. Quantitative analysis requires
sensitive resolution of the peak intensities. Due complex nature of light-matter in-
teraction and plasma formation emission intensities vary greatly from shot to shot.
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Figure 2.5 An example of self-reversed line profile due self-
absorption.
These defects depends on a multidimensional matrix of parameters and therefore
they are called matrix effects. [1, 3] Matrix effects lead to a lack of shot to shot
repeatability which is the main reason of difficulties in quantitative LIBS. Measure-
ment repeatability is described by term precision. It is a measure how well a set of
measurement results xi agrees with them selves. Usually precision is expressed as
deviation of a set of measurements n from arithmetic meanM of the set of repeated
measurements. The deviation can be calculated as standard deviation
std =
[∑
(xi −M)2
n− 1
]1/2
. (2.27)
Typically, to improve the precision in LIBS measurement many individual spec-
tra are collected and they are used to produce average measurement. To produce
replicate measurements the measurement conditions are kept constant and multiple
an average measurements are collected. The number of shots collected to form an
average depends on the measurement parameters: Sample homogeneity, sampling
method, required duty cycle and desire to maximize the performance. Number of
averaged pulses vary from tens to thousand laser pulses. [1]
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To perform quantitative LIBS measurements, a calibration curve of instrumental re-
sponse versus the elemental concentration of sample needs to be measured. It is often
expressed that the calibration is the most difficult issue in the development of LIBS.
The necessity of using calibration samples with the same or at least similar sample
matrix is often stressed. However, calibration curves are constantly produced to
perform quantitative analysis and compare the analytical performance. There are
various types of calibration standards commercially available or they have to be
self-produced by, for example, adding known amounts of analyte to pure samples.
Ideally a calibration curve is linear and passes the origin but typically, when they are
extended to a broad concentration scale, they exhibit square root behavior. Linear
part close to the origin can be used to define the sensitivity of the measurement sys-
tem. By fitting a linear fit to the measured data points the slope of the concentration
to intensity function can be solved. The calibration slope at certain concentration is
termed as sensitivity. It is the change in signal for a given change in concentration.
As mentioned, the sensitivity varies when moving from low concentrations to high
concentrations. The decrease in sensitivity in high concentration samples is mostly
due self-absorption. The changes of sensitivity in low concentration samples can
be due to spectral interferences, constant background concentrations or incorrect
determination of the analyte signal. [1, 3]
The slope of calibration curve can also be used to determine the limit of detection
LOD. The limit of detection is defined as the concentration cL derived from the
smallest measure xL that can be detected with the given analytical procedure and
xL = xbi + ksbi, (2.28)
where xbi is the mean of blank measurements, k is a numerical factor chosen accord-
ing to confidence level desired and sbi is the standard deviation of blank measure-
ments. From here an expression for LOD can be derived as
LOD =
ksbi
b
, (2.29)
where b is the slope of the linear part of calibration curve. [1, 3]
The ability of a measurement procedure to give "true" values is termed accuracy.
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Accuracy tells how close the measured value is to the actual concentration contained
by the sample. The problem with defining the accuracy is that a method for defining
the absolute true value does not exist and therefore the comparison has to be done
with accepted true value xatv. The error xerr of measured value xm is defined as the
difference from the accepted true value
xerr = xm − xatv. (2.30)
The inaccuracy, i.e. the error, may be classified in two categories by the type
of occurrence: systematic error and random error. Systematic error is an error
which appears in measured values as systematic shift away from the true value.
This is often due some error in measurement procedure such as miss-alignment or
mistuned laser. Random error raises usually from more fundamental aspects of the
measurement system and therefore it cannot be avoided. For example, laser pulse
energy may fluctuate randomly or minor variation on the sample surface may change
the ablation conditions. The effect of random error can be diminished by averaging
over large number of laser pulses. [1]
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3. LASER INDUCED PLASMA
FLUORESCENCE SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT
TECHNIQUES
With many advantages over other analytical techniques, LIBS offers interesting solu-
tion to multiple elemental detection needs. The main limitations for LIBS to become
the standard practice in all instances requiring elemental analysis are the difficulties
in quantitative analysis and the lack of sensitivity. There has been vast interest to
improve these weaknesses and great effort in form of applied LIBS techniques has
been seen. This chapter describes a few unconventional LIBS techniques developed
to overcome the limitations in sensitivity of conventional LIBS.
3.1 Spatial confinement of laser induced plasma
When LIBS signal is measured, the acquired signal comes from limited spatial vol-
ume. The collection volume is limited by the collection lens, which seldom covers
the whole laser induced plasma. In spatial confinement of laser induced plasma, the
expansion of plasma is prevented by obstacles or magnetic field. By preventing the
plasma expansion the plasma is spatially positioned to the optimal location for signal
collection and the radiation emitted from the whole plasma can be collected. This
increases the signal collection efficiency and therefore the sensitivity is improved.
This is relatively simple and inexpensive method to improve LIBS sensitivity.
To accomplish the spatial confinement of laser induced plasma, few different tech-
niques has been introduced. The simplest case is to limit the plasma expansion by
inducing it into a cavity which is sown in Fig 3.1. Different cavity geometries are
studied. A simple cylindrical chamber [43, 44] is simple and easy way to achieve
sensitivity enhancement factors from 2 to 10 depending on the element. The draw-
back of cylindrical cavity is the free expansion axis to the direction of laser. This
has been tried to minimize by hemispherical cavity geometry. [45, 46] Hemispherical
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Figure 3.1 A schematic example of cavity
spatial confinement of laser induced plasma
cavity did not improve the sensitivity much compared to cylindrical cavity but the
linearity of calibration curve slightly improved and therefore improved the methods
applicability to quantitative analysis. Another approach to spatial confinement has
been using magnetic field to prevent the plasma expansion. [47] Magnetic field is ap-
plied to the plasma which then expands across it. Magnetic field spatial confinement
of laser induced plasma with magnetic field of 0.8 T improved the sensitivity by fac-
tor from 2 to 8. By combining the cavity and magnetic confinement enhancement
factor of 24 was achieved. [48] Spatial confinement has also been combined with
enhancement techniques introduced in following sections. Combination of two-wall
spatial confinement and double pulse LIBS achieved 168 fold improvement to LIBS
sensitivity which is good even compared to double pulse arrangement alone which
gave 106 fold improvement. [49] Spatial confinement combined to spark discharge
assisted LIBS improved the sensitivity but also pulse to pulse repeatability. Spa-
tial confinement was seen to stabilize the plasma morphology which explained the
improved repeatability. [50]
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3.2 Double pulse laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
One of the most studied and applied unconventional LIBS technique is double pulse
LIBS (DP-LIBS). The aim with DP-LIBS is to increase the signal intensity through
better coupling of laser energy to ablated material. Better coupling will lead to
more efficient production of analyte atoms in excited state. Several double pulse
configurations have been demonstrated and it has been found that DP-LIBS is a
possible approach to improve the analytical capabilities of LIBS. [1, 3, 51]
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.2 Schematic representation of a) collinear and b) orthogonal double pulse LIBS
Geometrically the two pulses have been mainly combined with two different orienta-
tions: collinearily and orthogonally. The two configurations are represented in Fig
3.2. In collinear beam configuration both pulses have the same axis of propagation.
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The first pulse is set to create the ablation and ignite the plasma. As the second
pulse will be timed ∼1 µs after the first pulse, it will be absorbed to the plasma.
Absorbed second pulse will reheat the plasma and improve the analytical sensitivity.
For collinear configuration an improvement factor of 2 up to 100 has been reported.
In the orthogonal configuration the other pulse propagates parallel to the sample
surface. Orthogonal configuration can be used similarly to collinear for reheating
the plasma but also pre-ablation is possible. In pre-ablation the pulse parallel to
surface is focused above the intended ablation spot and it creates an air plasma.
This then improves the plasma emission from the second pulse. An improvement
factor of 7 to 33 has been reported for orthogonal DP-LIBS. [1, 51, 52, 53]
In addition to variation of geometry also other parameters can be varied. The two
laser pulses can be produced either with the same laser or two different lasers. Use of
two lasers allows combination of pulses with different characteristics: pulse duration,
wavelength and energy. One of the best improvement factors have been gained with
combining 1064 nm Nd:YAG pulse with simultaneous 10.6 µm CO2 laser pulse. The
factor of 25 up to 300 improvement of signal intensity was observed depending upon
the emission line. [51, 54, 55]
With DP-LIBS, several ablation parameters such as electron density and temper-
ature, crater volume, ablation efficiency and emission intensity can be improved.
Decreasing crater depth means that less damage is caused to a sample. Practically
this is possible by using lower laser pulse energies which the signal improvement by
DP-LIBS enables. This is important when there is small amount of sample avail-
able or an art piece which is not wanted to damage is measured. DP-LIBS suffers
from the fact that the decreased crater depth and improvement of LOD cannot be
achieved with the same measurement parameters. This forces the parameters to be
chosen to match the application and compromises has to be done. [3, 51]
3.3 Spark discharge assisted laser induced breakdown spec-
troscopy
A similar technique to DP-LIBS to improve LIBS sensitivity is spark discharge
assisted LIBS (SD-LIBS). Instead of an another laser pulse, an electrical spark dis-
charge is used to deposit more energy and reheat the plasma. The laser pulse is
focused through tungsten alloy electrodes on sample surface. Typically the distance
from the electrodes capable to carry voltages of ∼10 kV to sample surface is ∼2 mm.
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Spark discharge is launched as the laser induced plasma reaches the electrode gap.
Due the electrons provided by the plasma, a discharge can be produced with lower
voltage than without the initial laser induced plasma. The voltage required depends
on the laser pulse energy used. As low voltages as 0.5 kV can be used to enhance
the laser ignited plasma when laser power is sufficiently high. With SD-LIBS, signal
intensity enhancement factor of 50 up to 400 depending on the laser fluence has
been achieved.[56, 57]
Great improvement of sensitivity has enabled the use of low laser pulse powers
without compromising the sensitivity. This causes less damage on the sample surface
still providing detailed information of the elements in interest. SD-LIBS has also
been observed to stabilize the shot to shot fluctuations of conventional LIBS signal.
This would improve the accuracy of quantitative analysis. Despite the promising
results gained with SD-LIBS it has not become common practice. [3, 56] This
might be due the high voltage required for the spark discharge production. Spark
discharges also function at relatively low frequency of ∼1 Hz[56] which slows down
the experiment significantly. This might limit also the choice of laser and increase
the expenses of the experimental setup.
3.4 Flame assisted laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
A LIBS method where a flame is set near the ablated sample surface has been
introduced. [58] An oxygen-acetylene flame, being a plasma itself, is set close to a
sample surface. Laser induced plasma is generated in the blue outer envelope of the
flame having temperature of 1200 ◦C. Flame therefore acts as a pre- and re-heating
component. This has shown improvement of the signal intensity and narrowed the
spectral line width. The main factor of flame enhancement is the increased plasma
temperature in the early state of plasma evolution which produces more excited
atoms. Also the evolution of plasma is affected and as a result high temperature
but low electron density plasma is produced. Reported 4-fold enhancement to the
signal and 60 % narrower signal implies improved spectral resolution and sensitivity.
More simple and cost effective solution for pre-mixed stable flame is to use commer-
cial micro torch to provide the heating component. [59] Similarly to the previous
case, the laser pulse is shot to the outer envelope of the flame. Signals from low
concentration elements in steel samples, such as aluminum (Al), manganese (Mn)
and vanadium (V), were enhanced approximately 5 times compared to conventional
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LIBS. This improved the limit of detection, for example, in the case of Mn from 425
ppm to 139 ppm.
3.5 Microwave assisted laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
Using microwave radiation to reheat the laser ignited plasma has produced promising
results. When the electron density of the plasma decreases to a level which is lower
than critical electron density for microwave radiation, the plasma does not act as a
mirror to the radiation anymore. For microwave radiation at 2.45 GHz frequency
the critical electron density is 7×1010 cm−3. Microwave assisted LIBS relies on the
coupling of the low density plasma and the microwave radiation. As noted in section
2.2, the initial electron densities are in the order of 1021 cm−3, but as the plasma
relaxes and in its periphery the electron density will decrease below the critical value.
[60, 61]
There are two main techniques to deposit the energy of microwave radiation to the
plasma: microwave cavity and microwave antenna. A technique in which plasma is
exposed to microwave radiation by igniting the plasma inside a microwave cavity
has produced even a commercial product. [62] Microwave assisted LIBS system
LAMPS has been launched by Ocean Optics and it has gained some popularity
among researchers. In LAMPS, a sample is set inside a microwave cavity which
has a window for laser pulse. Laser pulse then ablates the sample and ignites the
plasma. Applied microwave prolongs the plasma lifetime and therefore improves
the sensitivity of LIBS measurement. Depending on emission line and sample type
enhancement factors of 10 to 1000 has been achieved. Microwave cavity enhancement
has been applied to several different sample cases. [60, 62] Microwave cavity has
also been applied to improve the sensitivity of LIBS measurements on low copper
concentration samples. 23-fold improvement of the sensitivity was achieved in soil
sample analysis. [63]
In antenna-coupled microwave case, instead of putting the sample inside a cavity, the
microwave radiation is brought to the sample by an antenna. Gas phase analysis
has been done with using conical shape tip antenna. Antenna is set 5 mm away
from the laser focal spot where the plasma is ignited. Radiation emitted from the
antenna prolongs the plasma lifetime with the same mechanism as in the microwave
cavity. Enhancement factor of 15 has been achieved in the intensity of LIBS spectra
of air in atmospheric pressure.[61, 64] Antenna-coupled microwave assist has been
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applied also to solid samples. Helical antenna is brought close to the sample and the
plasma is ignited to the center of the loops. To gain enhancement in the case of solid
samples, a vacuum chamber has been used. At low pressure, 50-fold improvement
of LIBS sensitivity has been observed. At atmospheric pressure, no or negligible
enhancement effect was found. [65, 66]
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4. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experiments for this thesis were conducted in the School of Chemical Engineer-
ing, University of Adelaide. In this chapter, the details of the experimental setup
are presented and the experimental procedure is discussed.
4.1 Laser, spectrometer and measurement geometry
The schematic description of the measurement setup used in the experiments is
given in Fig 4.1. For ablation and plasma ignition a Q-switched frequency doubled
Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Surelite II) was used. The repetition rate of the 532 nm
wavelength laser pulse was 10 Hz and the pulse width was approximately 10 ns.
The maximum output energy of the laser was 180 mJ which was used to maintain
stable lasing from the laser head throughout the measurements. The laser pulse
energy was then reduced with a half-wave plate and a polarizer cube. The energy
used for plasma formation was monitored with power meter. Due the high energy
of pulses used, steering of the laser beam was done with 532 nm laser line high
damage threshold dichroic mirrors (Thorlabs). Laser was focused on the sample
surface with a UV-fused silica lens with 100 mm focal length. This produced spot
size of approximately 100 µm at the focal distance. Sample surface was chosen to
be placed at the focal distance from the focusing lens to achieve good consistency
to the sample to lens distance and optimal detection efficiency with the detection
method used.
Collection of the fluorescence radiation from the plasma was done with the same
lens as the focusing of the laser pulse. The laser pulse was steered to the lens with a
dielectric mirror. The dielectric mirror had high reflection at 500 - 550 nm but good
transmission in the shorter visible wavelengths which were in the scope of interest.
The extinction spectrum of the mirror is plotted in Fig 4.2. After transmission
through the dielectric mirror, the fluorescence radiation was focused to an optical
fiber for transportation to the spectrometer. Collection method used was compared
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the measurement setup
to a more traditional collection method where a separate collection lens is used for
signal collection. The latter method requires much more careful alignment and is
more vulnerable for sample misplacements than the method chosen to use in the
performed measurements. With careful alignment, both methods presented similar
efficiency and measurement results were not dependent on the collection geometry.
Spectrometer (Andor Shamrock 500i), used to resolve the spectral features of the
fluorescence signal, was equipped with two different gratings. For low resolution
measurements a grating with 150 l/mm was used. To obtain more detailed infor-
mation of the fluorescence spectrum, high resolution measurements were performed
with a grating having 600 l/mm. At the output of the spectrometer was placed an
intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) camera (Andor iStar). This allowed ac-
curate adjustment of gate delay and gate width of the detection. Fluorescent light
from plasma was transported to the spectrometer with an optical Y-shaped optical
fiber bundle (Thorlabs, BFY400HS02) having 19 high OH fiber cores with diame-
ter of 200 µm. The Y-shaped fiber bundle was chosen for easy transition between
the two different signal collection methods. Light was transmitted to spectrometer
through a slit having width of 5 µm. Narrow slit was chosen to achieve high spectral
resolution, although, it leads to high losses of light. Due good collection efficiency
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Figure 4.2 Extinction spectrum of dielectric mirror used for
laser beam steering and signal collection.
of fiber bundle used, the losses were tolerable.
4.2 Microwave source
Microwave source used to create the microwave (MW) pulses for LIBS signal en-
hancement was magnetron microwave generator (Sairem) with frequency of 2.45
GHz and maximum output power of 3 kW. The source had both continuous wave
(CW) and pulsed modes. Pulsed mode was used in the experiments to avoid over-
heating the antenna. The magnetron generated the MW radiation in to a wave
guide. To wave guide, a 3-stub tuner was connected to match the impedance of the
wave guide to the connected antenna cable. Transition from wave guide to coaxial
antenna cable was done with special waveguide to coaxial coupling component. By
adjustment of the tuner, a 70 % coupling efficiency from wave guide to the antenna
cable was achieved. This was measured by following the output radiation power and
back reflected radiation power. Due the high powers present inside the MW source,
it required water cooling.
The microwave source was driven with external pulse generator (Aim-TTi) to obtain
accurate control of MW pulse timing, power and width. Pulse generator fed the MW
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source with square wave of which amplitude determined the peak power of the MW
pulse and the width of the square wave determined the width of the MW pulse.
MW source had its own rise and fall times which had to be considered. The typical
rise time was 100 µs and fall time 200 µs.
To ensure the safe use of the microwave source, leaked MW radiation was constantly
monitored. The source and waveguide was found to be well sealed and only source
of MW radiation to the surrounding was the antenna. Radiation from the antenna
stayed within the safety limits over 20 cm away from the antenna. The MW was
turned off every time a sample or the antenna was handled to prevent radiation
exposure. To minimize the microwave radiation from antenna to the laboratory
surrounding, a Faraday cage was built.
4.3 Antenna and antenna positioning
To create an electric field to proximity of laser induced plasma, a high power near
field microwave antenna was used. Both, helical and tip antenna were tested but
the tip antenna was chosen for further investigations due easier alignment. Both
antennas performed somewhat equally when the enhancement was compared. The
tip antenna was constructed from RG-402/U semi-rigid coaxial cable in which the
core material was 0.93 mm thick silver plated copper steel which has extremely
good microwave conduction properties. The earthed cladding was stripped off 30
mm distance from the tip of the cable and dielectric PTFE insulator is removed.
This corresponds approximately the λ/4 distance, where λ is the wavelength of the
microwave radiation. Tip of the antenna was polished and sharpened to approxi-
mately 45 degree angle. Microwave pulse was transported from the waveguide to
the antenna with LMR-400 coaxial cable. LMR-400 has copper cladded aluminum
core with thickness of 2.74 mm and therefore waveguide coupled well with it.
To investigate the electric field created by the antenna, a computer model was made.
The model was constructed by using Comsol software. Finite element method
(FEM) was applied to the problem because its ability to handle complicated ge-
ometries. The algorithm solves the Helmholtz equation for rotationally symmetric
electric field in air and in dielectric media shown as a net area in Fig 4.3. The net
is representing the density of the calculated data points. As a feed, a coaxial feed is
used. At the artificially cut coaxial port, a port condition for electric field E0 + rE0
holds. In port condition equation, E0 is the known TEM00 coaxial feed electric field
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Figure 4.3 The mesh used to model the electric field in the proximity of the antenna.
and rE0 is the reflected electric field as r is the unknown reflection coefficient. The
input power is 1 W. As a sample in the model, a copper coin was placed 1 mm away
from the tip to the longitudinal axis. The absolute value of calculated electric field
in longitudinal direction along the antenna is plotted in Fig4.4(a). In Fig4.4(b) is
shown the electric field in latitudinal direction at two different distances from the
antenna tip. As seen in the Fig 4.4, the electric field attenuates quickly when moved
further away from the antenna tip. Therefore antenna tip is positioned as close as
possible to the sample without contaminating it.
Antenna was positioned close to the ablation spot to create strong electric field to the
plasma as shown in Fig 4.5. Antenna was placed on a mount which allowed precise
control of the antenna tip in all dimensions. No separate measurement chamber
was set to surround the antenna but all measurements were performed in ambient
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4 The modeled normalized absolute value of electric field emitted from the tip
antenna. a) The electric field in longitudinal direction along the antenna axis and b)
electric field in latitudinal direction at two different longitudinal distance from the antenna
tip. Solid line 0.5 mm away from the tip and dashed line 1mm away from the tip.
air and pressure. As antenna material contained copper which was chosen to be
the target element, a compromise between stable and effective plasma enhancement
and avoiding the contamination of signal with the antenna tip had to be found. By
observing the plasma and measuring a blank sample, a suitable position was found
to be 0.5 mm horizontally away from the ablation spot and 1 mm above the sample.
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Figure 4.5 Schematic illustration of the antenna positioning
and measures. Smaller dashed circle represents the time aver-
aged size of plasma induced by conventional LIBS and larger
dashed line the plasma enhanced with microwave.
As blank samples, copper free samples with similar sample matrix to actual samples
was used. Samples and their production are described in section 4.5. Antenna was
tilted to 25 degree angle tip pointing to the sample surface. This was done to avoid
arching between the antenna and the sample.
4.4 Timing of pulses
To succeed in microwave enhancement, the timing between the microwave, laser and
ICCD camera has to be well controlled. A delay generator (Princeton Instruments)
was used to control the timing between the setup components. The microwave pulse
is triggered at the same time as the laser flash lamp. This gives microwave source
time to reach the maximum output power which it was adjusted to maintain for 2
ms. Microwave source would be able to produce even shorter pulses but the output
and reflected microwave power meters were not able to follow shorter pulses. Short
pulse width was required to avoid overheating the antenna. Delay between flash
lamp and Q-switch was 180 µs which was enough for microwave pulse to reach its
maximum value. ICCD was triggered 1 µs after the laser pulse. This was made to
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avoid the intensive background radiation emitted from the plasma in the beginning
of its formation. Timing between the components is illustrated in Fig 4.6.
Figure 4.6 Schematic graph of timing between the microwave
pulse, laser pulse and ICCD
4.5 Sample preparation
To investigate the optimal conditions for antenna coupled microwave enhanced LIBS,
a sample with well known copper concentration and good availability was chosen.
The sample used was Australian 20 cent coin having 75 w-% of copper. Sample was
chosen because of homogeneous concentration and a relatively flat surface. Irregu-
larities on the coin surface did not show any effect on averaged signals. As an blank
sample for coin, metallic aluminum was used.
For being able to measure accurate calibration curves for both conventional and
microwave enhanced LIBS, calibration samples with known copper concentration
were required. Wet impregnation was used to produce copper catalysts with 0.2 w-
%, 0.4 w-%, 0.7 w-% and 0.12 w-% of copper. Al2O3 was used as a catalyst support
and to dilute the catalysts to achieve even lower copper concentrations. At first,
the catalyst support and the source of wanted catalyst material were accurately
weighted out. Cu(NO3)2·3H2O was used as a source of copper. Weighted aluminum
oxide and copper nitrite were diluted to deionized water and placed in to a beaker
where they were baked and stirred well while their pH was adjusted to 10 with
NaOH. The resulting solutions were then distilled and dried in oven. Dried solution
was then oxidized for 6 hours in 850 ◦C muﬄe furnace. Resulting catalyst was fine
powder containing the wanted concentration of copper. For LIBS analysis, powder
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was placed into a plastic mold and mixed with a hint of spray adhesive to avoid pit
formation to the sample when exposed to the laser radiation. The surface of the
sample was smoothen by compression. Blank sample for low concentration copper
samples was produced similarly to actual samples from pure Al2O3.
Mineral samples used for examining the applicability of microwave enhancement
were obtained from an Australian mine in New South Wales. Mineral samples were
cut and the cut surface was polished for smooth measurement surface. This en-
abled keeping the lens to sample distance constant, and more homogeneous ablation
conditions reduced the signal variation rising from the ablation process.
To minimize the signal variation due sample matrix, the sample was placed on
moving mount which rotated and made linear transition. This enabled scanning of
whole sample area. The sample movement also caused each laser shot to hit new
spot on the sample surface and therefore the homogeneity of the ablation conditions
were even further improved.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Antenna coupled microwave enhancement of conventional LIBS was studied by mea-
suring the intensity of atomic copper (Cu I) transition 4s2S1/2-4p2P01/2 which emits
an emission line at 324.75 nm. Optimal measurement parameters: gate width,
gate delay, laser pulse energy and microwave power were determined by using Aus-
tralian 20 cent coin containing copper as a target.The intensity of the emission was
gained by measuring 100 shots from a moving sample, averaging them and inte-
grating the counts over the line profile. Intensities obtained by conventional LIBS
and microwave enhanced LIBS were compared and their behavior was studied. All
measurements were done at atmospheric pressure in the ambient air. The results of
these experiments are presented in this chapter and their meaning is discussed.
5.1 Temporal evolution of fluorescent signal
The temporal evolution of laser induced plasma was studied by measuring short
temporal window with ICCD camera and delaying the measurement with short in-
crements. Laser pulse energy was set to 2.5 mJ. For conventional LIBS measurement
gate width of 2 µs was used and the signal acquisition was delayed from 0 to 12 µs.
As shown in Fig5.1(b), the intensity of Cu I emission line at 324.75 nm was ob-
served to decay exponentially below the noise level in 15 µs and the signal could
not be detected with longer delay times. Short decay time of the emission intensity
forces short acquisition times to be used. This is one of the limiting factors for
the LIBS sensitivity. From the information obtained, for further conventional LIBS
measurements the gate width was decided to be 10 µs with 1 µs delay from the laser
pulse.
When microwave radiation was applied to the laser induced plasma, a substantial
extension of plasma lifetime was observed. The measurement gate width for mi-
crowave enhanced plasma was 100 µs and the delay was from 0 to 2000 µs. Intensity
of the copper line in interest decayed in double exponential manner. The first phase
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.1 Normalized intensity of Cu I 324.75 µm line as a function of time. a) MW
on, MW power 1.2 kW, b) MW off.
was fast decay with similar trend than conventional LIBS. The second phase of the
decay was much slower due the presence of the microwave induced electric field.
Electric field starts to affect to the plasma decay as the electron density decays
under the critical level. This is when the plasma shield becomes transparent for
the microwave. The emission remains on detectable level as long as the 2 ms long
microwave pulse is applied to the laser induced plasma. As seen in Fig5.1(a), most
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of the signal lies within the first 800 µs and therefore it was decided that for further
investigations the gate width of 800 µs would be used. It was also noticed that
the continuous background radiation from the early state of the plasma decays to
ignorable level in 1 µs and therefore a delay of 1 µs was decided to use in further
experiments. The error bars in Fig 5.1 is the standard deviation of 100 single shot
signals. The larger deviation in microwave enhanced case is due the increased com-
plexity of the signal formation. As the initial laser induced plasma varies from shot
to shot, so does the coupling between the microwave radiation and plasma.
To examine the effect of microwave to the early evolution of the laser induced plasma,
similar measurement was performed as described above but using 500 ns long gate
width and the signal acquisition was delayed from 0 to 5 µs. To emphasize the
difference between microwave enhanced LIBS and conventional LIBS, laser pulse
energy of 0.8 mJ was used. As can be seen in Fig 5.2, the first µs of the plasma
lifetime is very similar in the microwave enhanced case and in conventional laser
induced plasma. The initial signal level is on same level and decay rate is the same
during first 2 µs. After 2 µs the electron density has decreased under the critical level
7×1010 cm−3 for microwave radiation used. This is when the the microwave radiation
begins to re-heat the plasma plume. As the radiation can propagate through the
plasma, it starts to re-heat the plasma and therefore maintain the signal level as can
be seen in Fig5.2(a) This kind of re-heating of low-density plasma is very useful since
it does not re-heat the plasma continuum which occur in the most intensive state of
plasma, but neglects it and improves therefore the signal to noise ratio significantly
which eventually leads to improved limit of detection.
5.2 Effect of microwave power and laser pulse energy
Effect of microwave source power was studied by setting laser pulse energy to 2.5
mJ and varying the microwave source power from 0 to 2 kW. Microwave source
output power was set with the pulse generator and measured with source’s internal
power meter. In region 1 in Fig 5.3, the coupling efficiency to the antenna was
approximately 70 % which was measured by following the back reflected microwave
power. As the source power was increased over 1.2 kW the coupling efficiency was
noted to change. In region 2, the average coupling efficiency decreased and its shot
to shot variation was significant. This might be due the lack of coaxial cable ability
to intake and carry power. Reliable analysis of the effect of microwave power could
therefore be conducted only in region 1. Inside region 1, the intensity of the copper
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2 High resolution spectra of early evolution of the laser induced plasma as a
function of time. a) MW on, MW power 1.2 kW, b) MW off.
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line exhibited exponential increase as the microwave source power was increased.
For further experiments microwave source power was decided to be fixed to 1.2 kW
which was the maximum source power able to maintain the 70 % coupling efficiency.
Figure 5.3 Intensity of Cu I 324.75 nm line as a function
of microwave power. In region 1 the coupling efficiency of mi-
crowave stays constant at 70 % but when moved to region 2 the
coupling efficiency decreases.
To examine the effect of change in the laser pulse energy, microwave power was kept
constant and laser pulse energy was varied from 0.5 to 15 mJ. Energy of the laser
pulse was tuned by rotating the half-wave plate and the energy was measured with
a power meter. As can be seen in Fig 5.4, the intensity of the copper line exhibits
peculiar behavior around 2 mJ energy when microwave radiation was applied to
laser induced plasma. Instead of linear trend, which conventional LIBS typically
represents, a bump is observed. With laser pulse energies of 2 to 2.5 mJ similar
signal intensity to energies of 7 mJ was measured. The behavior can be explained
by assuming that at the 2 mJ energy, the size of laser induced plasma matches well
to the size of intensive electric field produced by the antenna and the overall plasma
size matches with the signal collection. Larger plasma cannot be maintained as
effectively by the microwave and the maintained part is not at optimal position for
the signal collection. Therefore the signal actually remains the same or even slightly
decreases as the laser pulse power is increased over 2.5 mJ. For higher energies than
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Figure 5.4 Intensity of Cu I 324.75 nm line as a function of
laser pulse energy and above is the calculated ratio of MW on
and MW off cases.
7 mJ also microwave enhanced LIBS signal starts to follow linear trend. To achieve
the best signal and get maximum advantage from the microwave system, the laser
pulse energy for further measurements was set to 2.5 mJ. 2.5 mJ was chosen to
produce stable coupling between the electric field produced by the antenna and the
laser induced plasma.
The calculated ratio of MW enhanced LIBS signal and conventional LIBS signal
in Fig 5.4 shows that the maximal enhancement is achieved with low laser pulse
energies. Large error bar in the low laser pulse energy measurement is due the
instability of the initial laser induced plasma. It was noted that 0.5 mJ laser pulse
energy was very close to the ablation threshold of the sample. But as the plasma
was ignited the microwave was able to interact with it and good signal levels were
observed. From the ratio, one can also see that conventional LIBS would eventually
reach the signal level of microwave enhanced LIBS if laser pulse energy would be
increased. At 15 mJ pulse energy the intensity ratio is 1.6.
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5.3 Microwave effect on line profile
As the copper transition in interest is a ground state transition, it is very prone for
self-absorption. And indeed, the self-absorption is clearly visible in the line profile
measured with conventional LIBS in Fig5.5(a) and in Fig5.6(a). The tip of the peak
is strongly self-reversed and the effect is visible even in very low laser pulse energies.
When the conventional LIBS line profile is compared with the profile measured with
presence of microwave radiation a difference is observed. The microwave enhanced
line profile is not turned inside as seen in Fig5.5(b) and in Fig5.6(b). The improve-
ment of line shape might be due the fact that a large part of the signal collected
with microwave enhancement is from a temporal window when electron density has
decreased. With lower electron density, plasma is not as optically thick as in the
very beginning of plasma evolution where electron and atomic density is significantly
higher. Practically all signal collected with conventional LIBS is from the plasma
state at which plasma is optically thick and therefore self-absorption in high con-
centration samples cannot be avoided. Whereas microwave enhancement prolongs
the plasma lifetime, and especially lifetime of the plasma state with lower electron
density and therefore optically less dense. This effect improves the analytical per-
formance in the case of high concentration samples as the self-absorption does not
disturb the interpretation of the measurement results.
5.4 Analytical performance
To investigate the analytical performance with low laser pulse energy of antenna-
coupled microwave enhancement, a calibration curve of Cu I line at 324.75 nm was
measured with the low copper concentration samples produced. To compare the
obtained curve, a calibration curve for conventional LIBS was also measured. The
curves are plotted in Fig 5.7. Laser pulse energy was set on 2.5 mJ and microwave
source power on 1.2 kW. Measured intensities exhibited linear behavior as expected
and linear regression fits were fitted to the measured data. The slopes of fitted
curves are 2277 and 20.2 for microwave enhanced LIBS and conventional LIBS re-
spectively. The ratio of the microwave enhanced LIBS and conventional LIBS fitted
slopes is 112.7 which already implies much better sensitivity for microwave enhanced
LIBS. Microwave enhanced LIBS also represents better linearity than conventional
LIBS with R2 being 0.993 against R2 for conventional LIBS being 0.917. Linearity
and slope of signals from low concentration samples also shows that the positioning
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5 Cu I 324.75 nm line profile with 2.5 mJ
laser pulse energy. a) Microwave off, b) microwave 1.2
kW
of antenna has been successful and the copper contained by the antenna has not
disturbed the measurement. As copper concentration of the samples were signifi-
cantly lower than the concentration in the antenna, in the case of contamination,
the changes of concentartion in the samples would not have been detectable.
The limit of detection for each method can be calculated by applying the slope of the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.6 Cu I 324.75 nm line profile with 10 mJ
laser pulse energy. a) Microwave off, b) microwave 1.2
kW
fitted calibration curve as shown in Equation 2.29. For conventional LIBS, calculated
limit of detection for Cu I 324.75 nm line is 754 ppm. The high limit of detection
was expected for low laser pulse energy. For microwave enhanced LIBS limit of
detection is 8.1 ppm. This is 93 fold improvement compared to conventional LIBS
at low laser pulse energy and compares well to the lowest detection limits achieved
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Figure 5.7 Calibration curve for Cu I 324.75 nm line.
with conventional LIBS using extremely high laser pulse energies. [32] These results
shows the greatest benefits that can be gained with antenna-coupled microwave
enhancement. With relatively simple and inexpensive addition to conventional LIBS
setup, the analytical performance can be improved significantly. Low laser pulse
energies can be used without compromising the sensitivity which enables the use of
smaller low energy lasers and less damage is caused to the sample.
The intensive emission signal from microwave enhanced plasma enables also other
interesting features to improve LIBS analysis. High resolution measurements require
more intensive light input to the detector. For example, detection of Uranium (U)
requires extremely high resolution spectrometers due its large number of emission
lines. [67] Also separation of isotopes require high resolution due the proximity of
emission lines of different isotopes. [68] Plasma enhancement with microwave could
help with these tasks. High intensities of plasma emitted radiation enable also use
of cheaper CCD detectors instead of ICCD detectors. Typically CCD detectors
have too long signal integration time for conventional LIBS which decreases the
signal to noise ratio but, as the signal of microwave enhanced LIBS is longer, CCD
detector could work well with the microwave enhanced plasmas. In the case of most
intensive separate emission lines, spectrometer could be replaced with filters and
simple photodetector to detect a single elemental line.
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5.5 Application to mineral samples
Antenna-coupled microwave enhanced LIBS was applied on a mineral sample col-
lected from a mine in New South Wales in Australia. Low resolution spectra from
300 nm to 475 nm was measured with and with out microwave enhancement. Ob-
tained spectra are presented in Fig 5.8. From measured spectra, it was observed
that the enhancement affects to all emission lines but not necessarily in the same
ratios. It seems that the enhancement is more efficient in the shorter wavelengths
than in the longer wavelengths. This could be explained with higher electron tem-
perature induced by the electric field when the population in the upper energy levels
becomes larger and makes high upper level transitions transitions more probable.
The observation, that the enhancement has an effect to all elements is important as
it shows that the enhancement effect for copper lines is not due contamination from
the antenna and expresses the versatility of the technique.
Figure 5.8 Typical microwave enhanced LIBS spectra and tra-
ditional LIBS spectra with low resolution measured from a min-
eral sample.
When high resolution spectra in Fig 5.9 are compared, the advantage of microwave
enhancement becomes very clear. Conventional LIBS cannot measure the copper
concentration in the mineral sample with the low laser pulse energy but antenna-
coupled microwave enhanced LIBS presents clear copper lines. It even shows Cu I
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Figure 5.9 Typical microwave enhanced LIBS spectra and tra-
ditional LIBS spectra with high resolution measured from a min-
eral sample.
emission line at 328 nm which is not a ground state transition and requires electron
population to higher energy levels. This observation also implies that higher electron
temperature is achieved with the microwave enhanced LIBS.
Antenna-coupled microwave enhanced LIBS shows good potential for mineral anal-
ysis and could be good option to reduce price of LIBS device while improving the
analytical performance. So far the main problem with antenna-coupled microwave
enhanced LIBS is that it does not work well on the raw mineral surface but re-
quires some sample preparation to get smooth measurement surface. Measurement
on rough surface is tricky as the antenna to sample distance, and therefore also
the antenna to plasma distance, varies and this causes variation to the coupling
between plasma and the electric field. This is seen as unstable signal. On the
other hand, when low laser pulse energies are used, sample does not necessarily
need to be moved after every laser shot. Still it would be challenging to position
the antenna on the surface so that a reliable signal and a stable microwave coupling
to plasma are achieved. But even if it would be required to manually choose or
cut a rock for the measurement, the sample preparation is reduced compared to
other microwave enhancement techniques discussed in Chapter 3. Current method
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also enables measurement to be performed in the ambient air and pressure which
decreases the requirements for the measurement environment. No separate mea-
surement cavity nor chamber is required to cover the sample which speeds up the
measurement procedure. This significantly simplifies it and makes antenna-coupled
microwave enhancement an attractive option to improve analytical performance of
online analysis of different industrial products. Ability to work with laser energies
near the ablation threshold is advantage when only a small amount of sample is
available or no damage is wanted to cause. This is the case in, for example, analysis
of art work and in forensic applications.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Elemental detection on solid objects is an issue on multiple fields of industry and
science. Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been proven to be excel-
lent candidate for this task. The main obstacles for LIBS to become the standard
in elemental analysis are the difficulties in quantitative analysis and the lack of sen-
sitivity. In this thesis antenna-coupled microwave radiation is applied to improve
the sensitivity of LIBS measurement on solid samples at atmospheric pressure. A
near field tip antenna was used to radiate microwave radiation to the laser induced
plasma. Compared to conventional LIBS, almost 100 fold improvement to the sensi-
tivity and to the limit of detection was achieved. The improvement of the acquired
signal is mainly due the prolonged lifetime of laser induced plasma. Through the
re-heating effect, the plasma lifetime can be prolonged to ms timescale. The mi-
crowave maintained plasma is optically thin compared to conventional laser induced
plasma. This is observed to decrease the self-reversing effect, which is beneficial in
high concentration measurements.
As an enhancement method, antenna-coupled microwave enhancement stands well
in the comparison with other enhancement methods. Table 6.1 shows the figures
of merit of different enhancement methods. Among microwave enhancement meth-
ods, the antenna-coupled microwave enhancement performed in this thesis resembles
the best potential for LIBS enhancement. Current study also overcame the issue
with atmospheric pressure, which has been earlier the limiting factor for antenna-
coupled microwave enhanced LIBS applications. This is an important factor when
the applicability of the technique is considered.
In addition to its potential to significantly increase the sensitivity of LIBS measure-
ment, antenna-coupled microwave enhancement is simple, easy to use and inexpen-
sive enhancement method. The main requirement for the measurement sample is
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Table 6.1 Summary of the best enhancement factors achieved with different LIBS en-
hancement methods
Enhancement LOD
Element Sample Method factor (ppm) Reference
Cr I Metal alloy Spatial confinement 24 [48]
Al I Metal alloy DP-LIBS 80 [53]
Cu I Metal alloy DP-LIBS 30 [53]
Fe I Ceramic CO2 DP-LIBS 119 [54]
Al II Metal alloy SD-LIBS 50-400 [56]
Al I Metal alloy Flame assisted 4 [58]
Na I Ceramic Enclosed MW cavity 33 [60]
Cu I Soil Enclosed MW cavity 23 30 [63]
Gd II Gd2O3 Loop MW antenna 32 2 [65]
Gd II Gd2O3 Loop MW antenna 50 [66]
Cu I Cu/Al2O3 Tip MW antenna 93 8.1 This work
that it possess somewhat smooth surface on which the antenna tip can be accu-
rately positioned. This only, easily delivered, requirement makes antenna-coupled
microwave enhanced LIBS an interesting possibility to improve elemental detection
in various targets and disciplines. Next steps in the development of antenna-coupled
microwave enhanced LIBS would be to stabilize the microwave-plasma coupling by
studying the antenna positioning and antenna geometry further. By careful antenna
design, larger part of the energy carried by the microwave radiation could be de-
posited to the laser induced plasma. This would decrease the power requirements
for the microwave source and therefore decrease also the price and need of external
devices, such as water cooling. On the other hand, high power microwave obviates
the high laser pulse energy to gain good sensitivity and high signal levels. This could
open a possibility to use fiber coupled laser system, which would further improve
the applicability of LIBS analysis to industrial needs.
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